
Greetings!

If there is any time of year that 
best represents the work of 
CASP . . . it is right now.  Not 
winter, not spring ... but the 
transition between these two 
seasons.  The dark is giving 
way to more light each and 
every day.  That which felt 
cold and desolate not too 
long ago is now sensing the 
warmth – at first the 
fleeting heat of a ray of sun-
shine slipping through a cool 
breeze but will soon be a heat 
that embraces you like a bear 
hug.  And, from seemingly 
barren and lifeless surround-
ings now appear buds and 
specks of green emerging and 
giving us an indication of the 
vitality that was there all the 
time.  

In my own personal journey, 
periods of deep depression 
have felt like isolation in a 
dark and endless winter.   In 
this place, it is easy to forget 
about the beauty of life and 
lose sight of the fact that this 
painful period will eventually 
come to an end.
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A SPRING MESSAGE FROM 
OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In retrospect, that time was only 
temporary; but in the moment of 
anguish it is now and forever.  

Thankfully, during my winter 
periods I would occasionally get a 
glimpse of something else – a ray 
of light permeating the darkness, 
a momentary break in the pain 
and perhaps even a second of joy 
. . . a glimmer of hope.  

These temporary breaks from the 
dark isolation came from outside 
of me in the form of a loved one 
with a caring touch, the words 
of a song, or being present in 
nature; and they also came from 
within me – a remembering of 
a better time, a desire to get 
beyond my current state, and 
finding a purpose in the moment.  
These intervenors in the 
depression were signs – or 
pointers – to the state of spring 
that would eventually emerge 
within me.

While we do not provide crisis 
intervention, at CASP we aim to 
be pointers to where those in 
crisis or bereavement can get the 
support they need, to 
information that will hopefully 

assist people in their journeys 
through the winter of their 
souls, and to hope.  CASP meets 
people where they are at, even 
in dark isolation, and shines a 
light on where there is help that 
can comfort, heal, and restore 
purpose.

May each of you in your own 
way enjoy the spring that is 
there within all of us!

Sincerely,

Sean Krausert
Executive Director, CASP
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ANNOUNCING CASP PRIORITIES IN 2021-2022
As CASP begins a new fiscal year, we also begin to focus on some new priorities that have 
emerged from recent Board planning sessions held over the winter months.  As spring focuses on 
revitalization and renewal, so does the work of CASP. 

A few new things that CASP will be working on for 2021-2022, include:

• Website revitalization
  o  Sometime in the summer you will be invited to checkout our new website.

• CASP Awareness Campaign
  o  Stayed tuned for anawareness campaign that will help propel CASP’s messaging  
      and awareness about our organization throughout Canada.

• New Nationwide Events
  o  Coming to a restaurant near you (after Covid), CASP will be engaging a new 
      partner to create local awareness events in conjunction with local eateries across  
      the country.  Details coming in the Fall!

• Renewed Focus on Advocacy 
  o  With refreshed vigour, CASP will continue to advocate in the areas of: 
    National Action Plan Funding & Coordination

    Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD)

    Responsible Reporting & Language

    Stigma around Talking About Suicide

    First Peoples & Life Promotion 

With all of these plans on the horizon, it is a great time to make sure you are in “the know” of all 
things CASP.  Sign up for news, by visiting our website: www.suicideprevention.ca

YOU’RE NOT ON MUTE!

As part of developing our awareness campaign, we have been 
“test-driving” some slogans that resonate with suicide prevention and 
mental health awareness.

One of these slogans happens to be “You’re Not on Mute”.

So often in this pandemic, we hear “You’re on Mute” . . . CASP would 
like to know for anybody that might be struggling right now, that you 
are NOT on mute . . . somebody wants to listen to you.  There is help 
available.  To access available resources on suicide prevention and 
mental health, visit our website at: www.suicideprevention.ca #yourenotonmute



impact of suicide loss. 
We also recognize that there 
can be unique challenges 
faced by those who facilitate 
these groups and that 
facilitators require support, 
too. By coming together, this 
Network will not only assist 
facilitators to better support 
themselves and those 
bereaved by suicide through 
the sharing of experiences and 
knowledge transfer, but also 
help reduce the isolation 
experienced by individual 
facilitators in remote, rural and 
urban regions across Canada.

CASP will be hosting a launch 
event for the Suicide 
Bereavement Support Group 
Facilitators Network on 
Monday, May 3, 2021 from 

1:00 P.M. – 2:30 P.M. EST. 
A live zoom presentation by 
Bernadette Copeland will 
take place, followed by group 
discussions. All facilitators of 
suicide bereavement support 
groups are welcome to attend.  

If you are a facilitator of a 
suicide bereavement group, 
please register at: 
https://www.canadahelps.org/
en/charities/canadian-associa-
tion-for-suicide-prevention/
events/support-group-facili-
tators-suicide-bereavement-
-network-launch

For further information or for 
any questions, please contact 
membership@suicidepreven-
tion.ca

#yourenotonmute

In September 2020, on World 
Suicide Prevention Day, CASP 
launched our Suicide 
Bereavement & Postvention 
Alliance. The mission of the 
Alliance is to foster 
communities, resource sharing 
and support initiatives 
related to suicide bereavement 
and postvention in Canada. 
With funding support from the 
Mental Health 
Commission of Canada, initial 
activities planned for the first 
phases of implementation of 
the Alliance, among others, 
included hosting a launch 
event to brainstorm and 
develop a Suicide 
Bereavement Support Group 
Facilitators Network.

An exciting new initiative – 
the first of its kind in Canada – 
the network will address a gap 
that currently exists by 
bringing together a community 
of people who provide suicide 
bereavement group support 
services in order to share 
knowledge, develop best 
practices, and support each 
other. 

Each year, 
approximately 4,000 
Canadians die by suicide, 
leaving tens of thousands of 
loved ones and community 
members being deeply 
affected by the loss. 

CASP recognizes that suicide 
bereavement support groups 
are invaluable in helping 
participants ease the profound 

CASP to host inaugural Suicide Bereavement 
Support Group Facilitators Network event
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Introducing Nancy Parker, 
CASP Board President

As Board President, Nancy Parker, is 
passionately aware of the importance of 
CASP’s vision of a Canada without Suicide. 

Having been deeply involved in systems 
development to support individuals and 
families struggling with suicide thoughts and 
behaviours during her career in the 
community mental health system as a clinician, 
clinical director and CEO in the Northwestern 
USA, upon returning to Canada, and 
Winnipeg in 2011, Nancy became involved in 
the development and operations of Canada’s 
first Crisis Response Centre, serving as the 
Provincial Suicide Prevention Coordinator with 
the Government of Manitoba, before moving 
to her current role as the Executive Director at 
Marymound.   

With a Masters Degree in Music Therapy from 
Florida State University and as a certified 
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family therapist who has completed graduate clinical training in Infant/Toddler Mental Health 
from the University of Washington, Nancy has appreciated the experience of meeting colleagues 
across Canada and learning about the Canadian context and is continually inspired by the 
Indigenous perspective of Life Promotion, as a resident of Treaty 1 land in Winnipeg Manitoba.

Introducing Corey Cadeau, 
CASP Board Treasurer

As a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA), 
Corey Cadeau, has been working in public 
accounting for the past 4 years and has finance 
experience in both the fields of post-secondary 
education and real estate.

Corey joined CASP wanting to learn more about life 
promotion and suicide prevention in order to use 
this gained knowledge to engage in meaningful 
conversations and dialogue to educate others 
around him.

In his spare time, when he isn’t number-crunching 
for his professional gig or serving the CASP Board as 
Treasurer, he participates and coaches men’s soccer 
in his home city of Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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Introducing Ben Leikin, 
CASP Board  Vice President

As an accomplished and well-recognized leader in 
Canada’s mental health community, Ben Leikin, brings a 
solid commitment and a firm understanding of what it 
takes to advance suicide prevention and life promotion 
in Canada.

As the Program Manager of Ottawa Public Health’s Mental 
Health and Substance Use Unit, the Co-Chair of Suicide 
Prevention Ottawa, the Co-Chair of the Mental Health 
in Public Health Community of Practice, and CASP’s Vice 
President, Ben has developed and lead major initiatives 
from the local to national level, such as “have THAT talk” 
anti-stigma and education campaign, the National Mental 
Health Caregiver Guide and has succeeded in making the 
City of Ottawa the first City in Canada and largest in the 
World to offer suicide prevention workshops to all City 
staff. 

Recipient of several awards for his work and often featured in media stories as a commentator, at conferences 
as a speaker and in publications as a contributor, both nationally and internationally, Ben takes pride in his 
involvement with CASP as he believes the organization is truly committed to meaningful change by supporting 
communities through the important work of suicide prevention.

Introducing Yvonne Bergmans, 
CASP Board Secretary

First introduced to CASP in 2002 when she gave a presentation 
to what she deemed as “a community of like-minded people”, Dr. 
Yvonne Bergmans became a board member of the organization in 
2005, the board secretary in 2008 and has remained a member of 
CASP for the past 19 years. 

With a history as a child and youth worker, a special education 
teacher and guidance counsellor for marginalized and at-risk 
youth, Yvonne became and worked as an MSW, RSW suicide 
interventionist. For 21 years she worked at the Arthur 
Sommer Rotenberg Chair in Suicide Studies at St. Michael’s 
Hospital, developing a group intervention for people who have 
experienced suicide attempts, working with an interprofessional 
team to provide risk assessments, crisis intervention, education/
training and research. She obtained her PhD from Dublin City 
University where her thesis was focused on understanding and 
responding to recurrent suicide attempts. 

When not warming herself by the heat of her wood stove in 
Gilmour Ontario, Yvonne lives in Toronto, where she has her own 
business providing supervision and consultations to 
care-providers, education and training to community health 
providers, and research focused on suicidality. 



Tale 1 - Meet Austin Hager, a man on a 
journey with a mission ”

Imagine pledging to hike 
2000 kilometres in a year’s time 
frame to raise both funds and 
awareness for a cause near and 
dear to your heart?  It would 
certainly take a lot of love, 
planning, faith and inspiration 
to do so, but British Columbian 
resident and avid hiker, Austin 
Hager, is doing just that. 

Hiking has always been a 
focus in Austin’s life and is a 
passion he shared with a per-
son that he lost to suicide. Now 
30-year-old Austin has chosen 
CASP to be the recipient of 
funds raised during his year-
long tracking of every kilome-
tre he hikes from January 1 – 
December 31, 2021, including 
1200 km on the Great Divide 
Trail, which he is set to embark 
on in June 2021.  Austin hopes 
to use his fundraiser, Hike-
4Hope (Hike4Hope.ca), to have 
a conversation about mental 
health and bring awareness to 
the mental health epidemic in 
Canada.

And it all starts with one 
great step out on the Great Di-
vide Trail…

Having been passionate 
about the outdoors for many 
years, Austin enjoys being out-
side as much as possible and 
he thinks there is something 
very healing about spend-
ing time in nature and remov-
ing ourselves from the daily 
stressors and worries that can 
drag us all down.  In any given 
season, he is fully immersed in 

sport of his choice, whether it 
be snowboarding in the winter, 
climbing in the spring and fall, 
or tackling the longest hiking 
distances possible in the short-
est amounts of time during 
the summer.  In 2014, Austin’s 
love for hiking and backpack-
ing flourished with his partner 
at that time.  They shared great 
years together and he believes 
she was foundational in who 
he is today but sadly she died 
by suicide in November 2019.  
As a result of her death, he felt 
the need to take action and do 
what he could to help others 
that may be in the same situ-
ation as she was.  Wanting to 
take on a long Thru-Hike for 
several years, Austin decided 
2021 would be the year.  

After looking at a few trails 
and with the uncertainty of 
summer 2021, he decided the 
Great Divide Trail would be the 
best option, having hiked sec-
tions of it before and know-
ing of its breathtaking beauty. 
Wishing to support organiza-
tions that focus on destigmatiz-
ing suicide and who take a mul-
ti-faceted approach towards a 
cohesive and comprehensive 
plan for suicide prevention in 
Canada, after looking around at 
various mental health-focused 
organizations, Austin thought 
CASP had the best approach 
towards policy and societal 
change in Canada.  He is hoping 
to share this goal with anyone 
that has struggled with mental 
illness or has known someone 
who has. 
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For those that are not 
aware, the Great Divide Trail 
is a continuation of the Conti-
nental Divide Trail in the U.S., 
which starts at the U.S./Mexico 
border and ends at the Cana-
dian border.  The Great Divide 
Trail (GDT) and the Continental 
Divide Trail (CDT) follow the 
literal divide of the continent, 
with water on the west side 
eventually making its way to 
the Pacific and the east going 
to the Prairies and Great Basin.  
Austin will be primarily hiking 
on the Great Divide Trail which 
starts at the Canada/US border 
at Waterton National Park and 
then follows the continental di-
vide, which happens to be the 
Rockies.  It follows the moun-
tain range, and consequently 
the divide, a bit over 1200 km 
before finishing about 200 km 
North West of Jasper National 
Park. He expects his hike to 
take between 45 and 50 days 
to complete. 

Invited to share his jour-
ney as a blogger with the larg-
est long distance backpacking 
website  (TheTrek.co), Austin 
hopes to both spread the sui-
cide prevention message.  He 
will be carrying a GPS tracking 
device that will show his track 
and current location during 
the hike, allowing the kilome-
tres travelled to be logged and 
tracked and coordinated with 
PledgeIt.org to calculate his 
pledge-based donations.

Expecting to draw about 
200 individual donors to his 
cause with the goal of raising 
$10,000 for CASP,  Austin was 
already a third of the way there 
by the beginning of March. 
He believes it will continue as 
people seem to be creating a 
buzz around it with new do-
nations coming in all the time. 
Austin knows that his posts 
on TheTrek.co will continue to 
grow his visibility along with his 
planned outreach to CBC and 
local news agencies in the BC 

Okanagan. Through this expo-
sure, he hopes that if people 
see what he is doing, they will 
be more open to talking about 
mental health and suicide.  
Destigmatizing the conversa-
tion is the first step for Austin 
and he believes reframing what 
it means to talk about our feel-
ings is essential to our emo-
tional and mental health.

While the major focus of 
his hiking on The Great Divide 
will take place in June to Sep-
tember, Austin has already tak-
en on some winter hikes and is 
now just waiting for the snow 
to melt so he can begin sup-
plementing his kilometres with 
training hikes this spring. After 
he finishes his 1200 km trek, 
this fall, he will continue with 
additional hikes, to make it to 
his 2000 km mark goal. 

With aspirations to pursue 
a position working in mental 
health and addictions with a 
focus on under-served com-
munities in the future, having 
just been accepted into the RN 
program at Selkirk College in 
Castlegar starting this Septem-
ber, Austin is taking personal 
responsibility in driving the 
change he wants to see and 
hopes he can become a vector 
for wellness in Canada. Under-
taking this fundraiser, Austin 
wants people that are experi-
encing thoughts of suicide to 
know that they aren’t being 
forgotten and that there are so 
many people that are willing to 
help. He is hoping to build an 
open conversation which he 
believes is the first way we can 
support people struggling and 
taking the initiative to start the 
dialogue. 

Being the first time Austin 
has ever fundraised for an or-
ganization or set out on such 
a journey, he is overwhelmed 
by the support and encour-
agement from the many peo-
ple rooting for a cause he is so 
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passionate about. Inspired by 
all the awesome hikes that he 
used to take with his late friend 
and knowing the mountains 
were her favourite place to be, 
Austin wanted to do something 
to honour her as well as do 
something that could help others 
that were in her situation.

For the 1200 km hike, 
Austin will be hiking the trail 
with his partner, and as you 
can imagine, there is a lot of 
preparation involved. Planning 
food boxes, backup gear, gear 
choices and logistics, Austin 
describes it as a never-ending 
rabbit hole. Fortunately, with 
quite a bit of experience hiking 
on other trails and having done 
about 150 km on this particular 
trail, Austin believes the hiking 
preparation should be the easy 

part.  With it being quite com-
mon to have snow or rain for 
several days on the trail every 
year, Austin knows there is 
not much you can do in order 
to prepare for wet and frozen 
shoes and clothes for several 
days in a row except having the 
drive and knowing it is inevi-
table.  With being very driven 
to make this goal happen and 
expecting to have several mo-
ments during the hike where 
he will be in extreme discom-
fort, by accepting these experi-
ences ahead of time, Austin will 
keep going knowing they are all 
temporary problems.  He is also 
aware that so much exertion 
and exposure to the elements 
will certainly have his emotions 
on a roller coaster, so he is pre-
paring for this by reading sev-
eral books on endurance ath-

letes and strategies they use to 
keep their emotions a bit more 
regulated.

Besides all the preparation 
beforehand, he will have five 
boxes of food mailed to points 
along the trail and held by ei-
ther a small business or post 
office which will be collected 
along the way. So essentially 
every 200-300 km he will be 
able to fill up on food and may-
be a new pair of socks.

Despite not kicking off reg-
ular posts to his blog just yet, 
Austin is extremely happy with 
the results of his efforts so far.  
The most difficult part in or-
ganizing something like this 
was getting it off the ground 
and Austin says he was lucky 
enough to find an open do-



Highlights of Austin Hager’s past walks on the Great Divide Trail
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main for his website but find-
ing a fundraising platform with 
the option to pledge per km 
was a harder obstacle to over-
come.  Eventually he decided 
on PledgeIt.org and he says 
they have been great to work 
with.  Now that everything is 
up and running, Austin is look-
ing forward to setting up some 
monthly goals regarding posts 
to his blog and kilometre goals 
in the pre-season to get back 
into hiking shape. Going into 
this he truly had no idea if any-
one would care or take notice.  
Instead, he has been taken 
aback by how supportive peo-
ple have been and how much 
everyone has wanted to get in-
volved. Austin is super excited 
to move into the early sum-
mer and spread the word even 
more once he is on the trail. 

Indicating he is far from be-
ing over with his efforts, Austin 
can’t wait to see what will hap-
pen once the journey begins. 
He believes that without an 
organization like CASP, millions 
of Canadians wouldn’t have the 
representation they deserve. 
Thanking CASP is the one of 
driving forces of why he want-
ed to raise $10,000 to support 
their efforts, as he is very hap-
py with the work they are do-
ing and believes they have the 
resources available to influence 
policy within Canada.  He also 
really believes a national ad-
vocacy campaign would be ex-
tremely beneficial, in addition 
to a 3-digit number that is spe-
cific to mental health. Thinking 
about his own experience of 
having been in dark places, like 
so many have, and so it is im-

portant for us to support each 
other and to reach out to those 
we care about. 

As a dedication to his hike, 
Austin remembers the person 
who inspired him to make all of 
this happen by saying “Jill, I will 
always cherish the times we 
spent exploring the outdoors 
together.  I wouldn’t be the 
person I am without you, and 
I am so happy we could share 
our lives with each other.”

To follow Austin on his hike 
or to donate towards his ef-
forts, visit Hike4Hope.ca



Hosting an event in the mem-
ory of a loved one can often be 
difficult. However, trying to cap-
ture their spirit and life essence 
after ten years, could possibly be 
downright daunting.  But this was 
certainly not the case for Claudia 
Isserow, who was bound and de-
termined to honour the life of her 
sister, Gabrielle Isserow, with a 
fundraiser this past November, ten 
years after she lost her to suicide.

The fundraiser, entitled The 
Stunning Sequence was a virtual 
mind + body movement event in 
honour of Gabrielle also affection-
ately known as Gabi. The name 
of the event is rooted in mindful 
movement and dance – an integral 
part of both Gabi’s and the Isserow 
family’s lives. The word “stunning” 
was also a key part of Gabi’s vo-
cabulary.

The virtual event took place on 
Zoom on November 28th, 2020 
– the anniversary of Gabi’s death 
and two days after what would 
have been her 31st birthday. The 

event raised $14,300 in just under 
two weeks and all proceeds were 
donated to CASP.

 
Having lost her sister to sui-

cide, it is incredibly important to 
Claudia to shed light on the topic 
and create a conversation arming 
individuals with the proper support 
and information, and ultimately 
eliminate the stigma surround-
ing suicide. After doing some re-
search, Claudia came across CASP 
and was immediately drawn to the 
organization’s incredible efforts to 
provide suicide support and pre-
vention to Canadians. 

 
The event took place on the 

ten-year mark of Gabi’s passing 
with Claudia sharing “Ten years 
ago, my world and that of my en-
tire family was shattered by the 
tragic death of our precious Gabi. 
Gabi’s profound impact she had on 
people’s lives however, has been 
a true testament of the beautiful 
legacy she left behind. With every 
story we are told, we hear how 
Gabi helped people, inspired them 

and how kind she was. She contin-
ues to be a role-model for not only 
myself but for those she touched 
in her near 21 years.” 

  
Ten years ago, the high school 

in Vancouver where the sisters at-
tended, King David High School, 
also created Random Acts of Kind-
ness Week. This has since evolved 
to The Gabrielle Isserow z’l Chesed 
Fund which supports the many 
forms of chesed (kindness) inspired 
by Gabi, who embodied the ideals 
of chesed. Contributions to this 
fund support the annual Random 
Acts of Chesed Week which brings 
together students and alumni from 
Jewish day schools in a week-long 
celebration of acts of kindness. In 
addition, this fund supports expe-
riential learning opportunities. 

The 10-year mark was also a 
significant “milestone” in Claudia’s 
mourning process. The Stunning 
Sequence was a way to connect 
with those who had been touched 
by Gabi’s presence and legacy. In 
addition, she felt it was an oppor-

Gabi and ClaudiaGabrielle IsserowClaudia and Gabi
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tunity to raise awareness and sup-
port CASP’s efforts. Claudia’s cous-
in and co-planner, Nikki Isserow, 
suggested that they should come 
together and honor Gabi in move-
ment by donation – and, thus, The 
Stunning Sequence was born. The 
main planning for the event was 
done by Claudia, her cousin, Nikki, 
and Gabi’s childhood friends, Ilana 
Ames and Adina Abitol. 

Over 120 of Gabi’s family, 
friends, co-workers and commu-
nity joined virtually in a 30-minute 
high-intensity interval training les-
son lead by Ilana and Adina, fol-
lowed by a 30-minute yoga lesson 
led by the talented Nikki. The floor 
was then opened for participants 
to share their precious memories 
of Gabi. It was a special way to cel-
ebrate and reflect on Gabi’s stun-
ning memory. Claudia indicated 
the lasting takeaway message for 
those who joined that day was to 
live your lives with kindness, love 
and gratitude for yourself and oth-
ers, just as Gabi did.

 
Although this was the first year 

The Stunning Sequence has taken 
place, Claudia hopes to continue it 
annually with aspirations to make 
it even more widespread as well as 
expand the sequence while con-
tinuing to support the efforts at 
CASP. 

And, believe it or not, COVID 
actually made it easier for them 
to host their fundraiser, Claudia 
exclaimed. People joined them 
virtually from all over the world 
– Toronto, Vancouver, California, 
London, South Africa, Israel, Aus-
tralia and beyond. She was ex-
tremely touched to have friends 
and family, near and far, joining 
them. In the future, they will most 

likely continue the virtual experi-
ence as it allowed everyone across 
the globe to participate.    

When asked if the event met 
Claudia’s original expectations, she 
admitted that she was beyond ec-
static and that the event was ex-
tremely well received. “Never in 
my wildest dreams would I have 
thought we would raise so much 
money in just under two weeks,” 
Claudia expressed. “I want to 
thank all those, from the bottom 
of my heart, who generously con-
tributed to our fundraiser. I feel 
beyond blessed and grateful. All 
those who attended let us know 
that they were so moved and felt 
Gabi’s presence throughout the 
sequence. It was such a meaning-
ful way to honour her while raising 
awareness for suicide prevention.”

  
Reflecting on the past ten years 

since her sister’s passing, Claudia 
shared the following: “Grieving 
death by suicide is complicated and 
complex. We are always looking for 
answers and what we could have 
missed. However, if someone you 
know has died by suicide caused by 
mental illness, we need to look at 
it as a massive heart attack of the 
brain. You can check every box in 
the recovery journey and still treat-
ment may fail. The guilt and stigma 
surrounding suicide needs to be 
talked about, so that those who 
have lost a loved one in their lives, 
don’t carry the guilt and shame.” 

With that, Claudia would like 
to send her love and support to 
anyone who struggles with mental 
illness, as well as those people who 
support and care for those strug-
gling. She wants you to know that 
you are seen and you are loved.

Above: Pictures from Online Event + Logo
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Did you know?

•	 CASP’s	Board	of	Directors	is	entirely	made	up	of	
volunteers	from	different	walks	of	life	in	rural,	urban	and	remote	
locations	throughout	Canada.

•	 CASP	also	has	several	working	groups	and	committees	
that	rely	on	citizen	volunteers	to	make	valuable	contributions	to	
our	organization,	and	we	also	benefit	from	many,	many	
individuals	who	offer	their	knowledge	and	services,	where	and	
when	we	need	it	for	events,	conferences	and	webinars.

•	 The	above	volunteers	are	located	across	Canada	.	.	.	
currently	representing	eight	provinces	and	one	territory.

Recently,	National	Volunteer	Week	was	celebrated	here	in	
Canada	with	the	2021	theme	of	The	Value	of	One,	The	Power	
of	Many,	which	recognizes	the	awe-inspiring	acts	of	kindness	by	
millions	of	individuals	and	the	magic	that	happens	when	we	work	
together	towards	a	common	purpose.

Here	at	CASP,	we	are	truly	a	community	that	relies	on	the	
strength	and	passion	of	others	to	represent	our	nation	and	all	of	
its	many	layers	for	one	cause:	suicide	prevention.

To	all	the	volunteers,	both	past	and	present	who	have	
contributed	and	continue	to	contribute	to	CASP,	we	thank	you	
for	the	amazing	work	you	do!		We	appreciate	you!!
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FOREVER 
GRATEFUL 

TO OUR 
DONORS!

VOLUNTEERS MAKE CASP A BETTER 
ORGANIZATION

Thank	you	to	our	donors!

As	the	stories	of	Austin	and	
Claudia	demonstrate,	CASP	
has	been	blessed	with	the	
support	and	generosity	of	
many	donors.		

We	are	forever	grateful	to	all	
donors!	Further,	we	genuinely	
would	like	to	thank	our	many	
members,	volunteers,	board	
members,	staff	and	the	
community-at-large	for	their	
continuing	support	and	
assistance	with	advocacy	in	
the	prevention	of	suicide	in	
Canada.	

With	the	support	of	donations	
and	dedicated	commitment	
from	individual	Canadians,	
CASP	continues	to	advocate	
and	promote	awareness	on	the	
crisis	of	suicide	and	the	
importance	of	mental	health	in	
this	country.	

To	make	a	donation	to	CASP,	
please	visit	our	website.

Making	a	donation	is	one	way	
to	partner	with	us	to	reduce	
the	impact	of	suicide.	Thank	
you	for	your	support.	Thank	
you	for	your	effort.	Together	
we	can	make	a	difference.



Welcome Kelly L’Archevêque, 
Membership Coordinator and Translator!

At CASP, her duties consist of coordinating 
member services, event planning and 
translation. Her formal education includes a 
B.A. in Translation, a certificate in Journalism 
and she is currently completing a certificate 
in Philanthropy Management. Kelly welcomes 
your questions related to membership and she 
would be happy to help you find the right 
resource in our national directory.  Of course, 
she will also ensure all of CASP’s 
communications reflect the same tone and 
message in both French and English.

CASP is pleased to announce a new addition to our team!
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Meeting of the Minds of two Suicide Prevention 
organizations in Canada

On	March	17th,	St.	Patrick’s	Day,	with	most	folks	wearing	green	attire,	the	staff	at	the	Canadian	
Association	for	Suicide	Prevention	(CASP)	and	the	staff	at	Centre	for	Suicide	Prevention	(CSP)	in	
Calgary	met	virtually	to	acquaint	ourselves	with	one	another,	share	ideas,	and	introduce	the	po-
tential	for	future	collaboration	on	the	topics	of	suicide	prevention	and	postvention	in	Canada.

CASP	Executive	Director,	Sean	Krausert,	was	delighted	that	CSP	Executive	Director,	Mara	
Grunau,	organized	the	“Meet	‘N	Greet”.	Everyone	who	participated	(a	total	of	16	staff	between	
the	two	organizations)	seemed	to	leave		inspired	as	we	all	work	towards	common	goals.



MAiD Update (Medical Assistance in Dying)
Canada’s Senate approved Bill C-7, An Act to amend the Criminal Code (Medical Assistance in 
Dying) on March 17, 2021, after a revised version was passed by the House of Commons. The 
new law expands access to assisted dying to those whose death is not “reasonably foreseeable”, 
including the mentally ill.  This provision with respect to mental illness will not come into effect 
for two years to allow a review to establish protocols and safeguards. The new law will also allow 
people to make advance requests for euthanasia if they fear losing the ability to make the 
decision later in life.

CASP is quite saddened and disappointed by these recent developments surrounding Bill C-7. In 
November, CASP’s Executive Director, Sean Krausert, acted as an official witness to the Stand-
ing Senate Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs hearings on Bill C-7, and at that time, 
encouraged legislators to ensure that MAiD does not overlap with what is traditionally 
understood as suicide and that it will continue to protect those suffering from mental illness 
from a medically assisted pre-mature death that could be avoided by adequate treatment and 
care. In 2020, after a literature review, CASP also formulated its Statement on the Expansion of 
Medical Assistance in Dying to those without Reasonably Foreseeable Death.

Prior to the bill passing, during its’ recent review, the Senate recommended the exclusion for 
mental illness be removed and suggested an 18-month limit for the exclusion be imposed, while 
details were worked out. While CASP maintains that mental illness can be grievous but is never 
irremediable (as required for MAID eligibility in Canada), we appreciate that the federal 
government has responded with a two-year exclusion limit on MAiD for mental illness; and will 
be forming a panel of qualified experts to bring recommendations forward in a year to ensure 
proper protective measures are in place for those with mental illness seeking MAiD. 

CASP feels strongly that extreme caution needs to be taken with MAiD and a thought-out, 
failproof, measured system of safeguards needs to be in place so that those most vulnerable 
will be protected in order that MAiD does not become doctor-assisted suicide. As mental health 
advocates, CASP will be working with like-minded groups and individuals to encourage proper 
measures are in place so that those suffering from mental illness will be treated by medical 
means and not through assisted dying.
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KUDOS TO...
CMHA NB AND CASP BOARD MEMBER 
CHRISTA BALDWIN FOR THE LAUNCH 
OF NEW MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM

CASP would like to extend 
their congratulations to the Ca-
nadian Mental Health Associa-
tion of New Brunswick and the 
New Brunswick Department of 
Health for their launch of a new, 
free mental health initiative, 
called “BounceBack”  targeting 
those struggling with stress, 
anxiety, and low mood.

Aimed at helping people 
with mild to moderate anxiety 
and depression, CASP Board 
Member and CMHA New Brun-
swick Executive Director, Chris-
ta Baldwin, says the underlying 
goal of the program is to pre-
vent serious mental health is-
sues from developing by linking 
those in need with experts who 
can help them.

BounceBack is based on 
cognitive behavioural therapy 
and has been shown to reduce 
depressive and anxiety symp-
toms by 50 per cent at pro-
gram completion. The program 
is done via workbooks and tel-
ephone coaching. People can 
be referred to the program by 
a medical professional, or they 
can self-refer through CMHA.

For more information on 
the program, visit cmhanb.ca/
BounceBack, email Bounce-
BackNB@cmhanb.ca or call 
506-455-5231.

 

www.suicideprevention.ca
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Hope and connectedness 
are central to reducing the im-
pact of suicide in our communi-
ties.  Working together involves 
breaking new ground, shar-
ing challenges, and exchang-
ing best practices for reducing 
suicide and suicidal behaviours 
as well as helping people be-
reaved by suicide. Hope, con-
nectedness, working together 
. . . this is what the CASP Na-
tional Conference is all about. 

Due to the pandemic, the 
annual CASP National Confer-
ence had to be postponed both 
for the 2020 and 2021 calendar 
years. However, CASP along 
with its conference co-organ-
izers, the Centre for Research 
and Intervention on Suicide, 
Ethical Issues and End-of-Life 
Practices (CRISE – UQAM) and 
the Association québécoise de 
prevention du suicide (AQPS) 
are now excited to announce 
the new dates for the National 
Conference to be held in Mon-
treal, Quebec are May 11 – 13, 
2022!!

Through partnerships and 
open dialogue, the conference 
aims to: 

• enhance understanding 
of suicide and suicide preven-
tion and motivate communities 
to take action on a local level; 

• focus on the recent de-
velopments in knowledge and 
practices in the vast field of 
suicidology and suicide preven-
tion; and  

• provide a forum for peo-
ple working in suicide preven-
tion, clinicians, researchers, 
administrators and members 
of the public, including people 
with lived experience and peo-
ple bereaved by suicide.

The event will also combine 
the 31st Annual CASP Confer-
ence and the Grand Forum 
organized by AQPS every two 
years. Bigger and better! 

Program and registration 
information will be announced 
in the upcoming months.  For 
more information, please visit: 
http://www.suicideprevention-
conference2022.ca/

SAVE THE DATE 
CASP NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Montreal, QC    May 11-13, 2022

SEE	YOU	IN	
MONTREAL!



If you haven’t already done so, 
go to our website and sign up 
for our Newsletter to receive 
updates on our events and 
activities! 

While there, be sure to check 
out our Suicide Prevention 
Awareness Ribbons for your 
organization’s activities or 
personal fundraising efforts. 
Thank you as always for your 
support and interest!
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P.O.	Box	53083
RPO	Rideau	Centre
Ottawa,	ON	K1N	1C5

CASP	is	a	registered	charitable	organization	since	April	1985:		118828904RR0001	 

613-702-4446

CASP@suicideprevention.ca
membership@suicideprevention.ca
mediarequests@suicideprevention.ca
funddevelopment@suicideprevention.ca

www.suicideprevention.ca

https://www.facebook.com/CanadianAssociationforSuicidePrevention

https://www.instagram.com/casp.acps/

https://twitter.com/CASP_CA



- More Advocacy Highlights

- More News and Events

- More Details on National 
Conference

- More Stories about CASP 
Supporters

- News on our AGM

- Further Introductions to 
CASP Board 

STAY TUNED FOR THE ALL 
THE LATEST FROM CASP

SUMMER/FALL EDITION 
2021
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